SSC - *Illex*

May 2021
Illex

ABC = 30,000 MT for 2021
- Need to set for 2022; and
- can modify 2021 if appropriate.


New EA publishing soon, range is 20,000-40,000 MT
- Allows flexibility for 2021 and/or 2022
Research Track Assessment is Ongoing... (Lisa) (RTA/MTA/Illlex)

Some refining from last year (John and Paul later)...

Info Doc and FPR... (no 2020 survey)
Illex Landings (MT, left and solid blue line) and Ex-Vessel Revenues (2020 dollars, right and dashed orange line) 1996-2020
**Illex - FPR**

- Not much different from last year. Industry anticipating the assessment results and rulemaking for *Illex* permit action (neither effecting 2021).
- World supply/demand, local availability, costs (fuel), regulations
- Early shutdowns mean our picture of *Illex* size is incomplete.
Illex Rest of Day...

- John Manderson
- Paul Rago
- Staff Recommendation
- Discussion/SSC recommendations